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Warning: Links and or example content may not work due to content out of my control 

being moved. 

 

Business Sustainability Center 

Lead the design of a webpage following the MarCom created design guide using the 

corporate Stellant-based content management system. The site enabled unsupported video 

watching and a survey embedded into the page by white-collar hacking the very 

unflexible CMS. Worked with IT on a very tight budget to accept survey information 

from the site that then sent an email which was then inserted into an Access database and 

created a email link with embedded information for a stage-two survey. Project was 

killed at Phase II because of lack of executive support. 

 



Generator Selector Interactive Web Tool 

Lead the design of a website that had a loadcenter (i.e. home breaker panel) interacting 

with a home to help people properly size a backup generator. Using already created Flash 

animations of a house from an Eaton partner, helped direct the rewrite of the front end so 

that rather then check boxes, now the home owner would turn on the breakers (and their 

respective loads) of the devices they wanted to keep on during a power outage. The more 

breakers, the more power, and the bigger the generator needed – along with a link to 

where they could buy the size they needed.  

 

http://www.eatonvideo.com/generator/selector/  

 
 



APPA Podcast Landing Page 

Besides being the host for several of the video podcasts, also created a landing page for 

APPA for their webteam to link to from their site. Using their code, content and style 

sheets, so that it didn’t appear like you browsed away from their site, we simply replaced 

the body content with links to the video content hosted on our site for a four-part podcast 

over a year.  

 

http://www.eatonvideo.com/APPA/ 

 

 
 


